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From Cover to Cover
2010

a librarian and authoritative reviewer provides
practical guidelines to help other librarians
parents teachers children s literature students
and general readers evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of a children s book and write reviews
for a particular audience

From Cover to Cover
1997-02-27

included are sections about books of information
and the author s responsibility to document
sources traditional literature myths legends tall
tales folktales poetry verse rhymes and songs
picture books easy readers and transitional books
and fiction there is also a concluding chapter on
how to write reviews that are both descriptive and
analytical

ChildView
1987

rethinking children s rights explores attitudes
towards and experiences of children s rights phil
jones and sue welch draw on a wide range of
thought research and practice from different
fields and countries to debate challenge and re
appraise long held beliefs attitudes and ways of



working and living with children this second
edition contains updated references to legislation
and research underpinning children s rights
reflecting on recent scholarship and on the
current world context new research and examples
are discussed around online protection and privacy
evaluating uk progress and the children s rights
review by the united nations recent insights on
the implementation of the united nations
convention on the rights of the child uncrc new
debates about the construction and development of
children s rights new debates about the
relationships between social exclusion and
children s rights recent developments in the
definition of rights are considered from a variety
of perspectives and in relation to different
arenas of children s lives this second edition
brings an increased focus on exploring the notion
of disjunction between the rhetoric of policy and
legislation and the enacted and perceived
experiences of children s rights themes discussed
include power relations between adults and
children the child s voice intercultural
perspectives social justice gender and disability
examples of research activities interviews with
researchers and guidance on further reading make
this an essential text for those studying
childhood

Children's Book Review Service
1999

the children s book review index contains review



citations to give your students and researchers
access to reviewers comments and opinions on
thousands of books periodicals books on tape and
electronic media intended and or recommended for
children th

Rethinking Children's Rights
2018-02-22

capturing children s meanings in early childhood
research and practice draws together contemporary
research and established theories to produce a
unique take on the meanings children express
through a range of creative tools drawing on
reggio emilia and the mosaic approach this book
provides readers with a range of strategies for
accessing recording and interpreting young
children s perceptions of and responses to their
experiences providing a synthesis of the multiple
imaginative ways we can capture young children s
meanings through observations art photo
elicitation mindfulness music and other creative
methods halpenny covers topics such as negotiating
challenges presented by researching with children
frameworks for seeing and hearing children s
intentions accurately documenting and interpreting
research findings promoting children s meanings
and their performance of them moving forward with
new understandings this book is an indispensable
resource for students of early childhood education
especially for courses focusing on the lived
experiences of children from early to middle
childhood it is also a useful reference for those



working with young children in educational and
caregiving settings and for those advocating for
young children

Children and Literature
1973

one of the most complete sources of information on
the development of social skills training with
youth this useful volume integrates current
research and practice practitioners interested in
establishing or revising current social service
delivery programs for children and adolescents
will discover valuable conceptual and programmatic
ideas

Reviewing of Children's Books in
American Periodicals, 1865-1881
1960

children film and literacy explores the role of
film in children s lives the films children engage
in provide them with imaginative spaces in which
they create play and perform familiar and
unfamiliar fantasy and everyday narratives and
this narrative play is closely connected to
identity literacy and textual practices family is
key to the encouragement of this social play and
at school the playground is also an important site
for this activity however in the literacy
classroom some children encounter a discontinuity



between their experiences of narrative at home and
those that are valued in school through film
children develop understandings of the common
characteristics of narrative and the particular
language of film this book demonstrates the ways
in which children are able to express and develop
distinct and complex understandings of narrative
that is to say where they can draw on their own
experiences including those in a moving image form
children whose primary experiences of narrative
are moving images face particular challenges when
their experiences are not given opportunities for
expression in the classroom and this has urgent
implications for the teaching of literacy

Children's Literature Review
2014-07-09

keep track and improve your child s reading
pattern with our unique 2 in 1 handy reading
review book log and weekly daily reading tracker
product details large size 8 x10 20 32 x 25 4cm
introductory first page to adapt 172 pages of
thick white paper 55lb to minimize in bleed
through checklist index pages for book
identification 52 weeks daily reading checklist
mon to sun to track your kids reading pattern
sections include title author pages read reading
minutes level comment 100 entry pages for your
reviews section include book title author date
published publisher genre date started date
finished page count favorite quote from the book i
did not like this book because parent comment sign



why i choose this book new words i learnt your
rating of the book read pages to list book you
want to read additional notes pages for your
important book information book loan record 100
amazons best books to read in a lifetime children
s book edition a most have gift for all children
for more unique special occasions and everyday log
books please take a look at our amazon author page

Child Deaths Due to Maltreatment
2011

犬のアタマと人間のカラダがくっついた その名はドッグマン カンタンで 超おもしろくって スイスイ読め
る 絵本から本へ移っていく 最初の1冊 にもピッタリです

Children's Literature Review
1976

this second installment of special education law
annual review provides a comprehensive look at the
most recent policies and procedure updates
guidelines and changes in special education law
including cases heard by the us court of appeals
and policy letters issued by the us department of
education in 2021 in addition to online resources
this book includes relevant case studies based on
the most recent special education rulings

Capturing Children's Meanings in



Early Childhood Research and
Practice
2020-11-26

a practical handbook packed with tips techniques
and suggestions for all those working and living
with learning disabled children aged 3 19

The Religious Magazine, Or Spirit
of the Foreign Theological
Journals and Reviews
1828

the articles in this volume shed light on some of
the major tensions in the field of children s
rights such as the ways in which children s best
interests and respect for their autonomy can be
reconciled challenges such as how the crc can be
made a reality in the lives of children in the
face of ignorance apathy or outright opposition
and critiques whether children s rights are a
western imposition or a successful global
consensus along the way the writing covers a
myriad of issues encompassing the opposition to
the crc in the us gay parenting dr seuss s take on
children s autonomy the voice of neonates on their
health care the role of ngo in supporting child
labourers in india and young people in detention
and more



Social Skills Training for
Children and Youth
2014-02-04

reproduction of the original lay sermons adresses
and reviews by thomas henry huxley

Essays and Reviews
1860

there is still no clear understanding of what
causes the great majority of human congenital
malformations and since in most sorts of human
disease and pathology that yet prevail prevention
usually awaits understanding of cause it is
generally thought that the same is true of
developmental aberrations but is this true for the
relatively few congenital malformations whose
causes are primarily environmental it is plain
that their discovery has enabled prevention but
not nec essarily immediately it took a generation
from the time of the discovery that maternal
rubella was teratogenic to learn how to immunize
against it much debate occurred before it was
appreciated that thalidomide was a teratogen and
only its removal from the pharmacist s shelf and
the end of the epidemic of limb defects attributed
to the drug overcame the last doubts for other
proven environmental teratogens doubts and
difficulties still con tinue the claimed
prevalence of fetal genital distortions due to



female sex hor mones may have been exaggerated
some potentially teratogenic therapeutic drugs
like anticoagulants anticonvulsants and anticancer
chemicals are still pre scribed despite this
danger because of their benefits to pregnant women
for those congenital malformations whose basis is
predominantly genetic or chromosomal it is
different however prevention has not been achieved
by the discovery of such causes as dramatic and
revolutionary as some of them have been except in
the questionable sense of interference with
reproduction by genetic coun seling or prenatal
elimination but this has not inhibited the
romanticists

Essays and Reviews
1857

reprint of the original first published in 1860

Essays and Reviews
1860

this book studies children s and young adult
literature of genocide since 1945 considering
issues of representation and using postcolonial
theory to provide both literary analysis and
implications for educating the young many of the
authors visited accurately and authentically
portray the genocide about which they write others
perpetuate stereotypes or otherwise distort demean
or oversimplify in this focus on young people s



literature of specific genocides gangi profiles
and critiques works on the cambodian genocide 1975
1979 the iraqi kurds 1988 the maya of guatemala
1981 1983 bosnia kosovo and srebrenica 1990s
rwanda 1994 and darfur 2003 present in addition to
critical analysis each chapter also provides
historical background based on the work of
prominent genocide scholars to conduct research
for the book gangi traveled to bosnia engaged in
conversation with young people from rwanda and
spoke with scholars who had traveled to or lived
in guatemala and cambodia this book analyses the
ways contemporary children typically ages ten and
up are engaged in the study of genocide and
addresses the ways in which child survivors who
have witnessed genocide are helped by literature
that mirrors their experiences

Children's Literature Review
1976

in the spirit of their last collaboration
apartheid and racism in south african children s
literature 1985 1995 yulisa amadu maddy and
donnarae maccann once again come together to
expose the neo imperialist overtones of
contemporary children s fiction about africa
examining the portrayal of african social customs
religious philosophies and political structures in
fiction for young people maddy and maccann reveal
the western biases that often infuse stories by
well known western authors in the book s
introductory section maddy and maccann offer



historical information concerning western notions
of africa as primitive and then present background
information about the complexity of feminism in
africa and about the ongoing institutionalization
of racism the main body of the study contains
critiques of the novels or short stories of eleven
well known writers including isabel allende and
nancy farmer all demonstrating that children s
literature continues to mis represent conditions
and social relations in africa the study concludes
with a look at those short stories of beverley
naidoo which bring insight and historical accuracy
to south african conflicts and emerging solutions
educators literature professors publishers
professors of diaspora and african studies and
students of the mass media will find maddy and
maccann s critique of racism in the representation
of africa to be indispensible to students of
multicultural literature

Children, Film and Literacy
2013-10-22

My Reading Log
2017-12-18

ドッグマン
2019-04
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